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SO OFTEN PEOPLE TALK ABOUT how the pandemic 
“accelerated” digital transformation, but it’s not always 
clear what they mean. For agencies that must keep 
delivering services to the American people with workers 
who can’t come to the physical workplace, it’s not an 
easy change. 

Early in the pandemic, when one federal agency was 
trying to set up an all staff meeting in 24 hours and they 
needed to get as many as 3,000 people on a Cisco 
Webex meeting to explain to the staff what was going to 
happen next.

“Many federal agencies weren’t prepared for some 
or all of their employees to work-from-home overnight,” 
said Anthony Wurtele, collaboration practice lead at 
Presidio Federal. “Sure, about 10 or 20% of any given 
staff used some form of collaboration meeting tool 
to run meetings pre-Covid, but here we were talking 
about having the majority of the staff up and running 
on Cisco Webex the next day – and then setting up 
a training program so they could use the new tools. 
It all happened very fast. Suddenly, the staff learned 
how to run video conferences, share documents and 
videos, use the chat features, and run virtual whiteboard 
sessions.” 

Wurtele said, Presidio Federal has a partnership 
with Cisco in which they have direct access to Cisco 
Cloud Solutions. Presidio Federal agreed to work 
with agencies on scaling up so they could quickly get 
their office workers productive in a work-from-home 
environment. Wurtele said Cisco expanded Webex’s 
capacity and feature capabilities over the past few 
years to meet the demand for their cloud-based unified 

communications tools. From an agency perspective, 
scale could be as easy as adding additional Webex 
licenses or setting up a trial version of Webex to be able 
to utilize the platform right away. This led agencies to 
look at other Cisco cloud collaboration technologies to 
ensure they were giving the best experience to their 
federal employees. 

“Presidio Federal explained that they have to 
embrace doing business differently, that the technology 
had changed,” Wurtele says. “It doesn’t have to be hard, 
and federal agencies don’t have to sacrifice security 
either.” 

FedRamp-compliant tools 
Wurtele said agencies always respond positively 

when they tell the agency program managers that 
Presidio Federal knows how to deploy and maintain 
the FedRAMP-compliant version of Cisco’s based 
Collaboration platforms. FedRAMP, short for Federal 
Risk and Authorization Management Program, outlines 
a standardized approach to security assessment, 
authorization, and continuous monitoring for cloud 
products and services. Only FedRAMP-authorized cloud 
vendors can do business with the federal government. 
Cisco is one of them. 

With the FedRAMP-compliant version of Webex 
and UCM Cloud for Government that Presidio Federal 
offers with Cisco; all the data gets stored and managed 
by technology workers who are citizens of the United 
States. The data never leaves the U.S., a requirement 
that Wurtele said some other collaboration services can’t 
really deliver on the way Cisco can.
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Along with these meticulous data management 
requirements, Presidio Federal also has adopted 
the zero-trust philosophy to security so that a 
user authenticates before accessing the system 
for document sharing, or running a financial 
transaction. Government users authenticate onto 
Cisco Webex with Cisco Duo, the company’s multi-
factor authentication tool. Typically, workers will 
use their mobile phones to look up a one-time, 
newly-generated code and enter it into their laptops, 
tablets, or mobile phones, whichever device they are 
using at the time.

Presidio Federal also offers Cisco’s FedRAMP 
authorized Unified Communications Suite to federal 
agencies by partnering with Cisco to provide 
Unified Communications Manager (UCM) Cloud for 
Government. Cisco UCM Cloud for Government 
unites Cisco’s industry leading collaboration services 
(voice, video, instant messaging, presence, mobility, 
and conferencing) from the Cisco cloud, with built-in 
U.S. government-level security to give agencies the 
power to collaborate securely with anyone, anywhere. 
For federal workers with government-issued laptops, 
tablets, or mobile devices, the IT staff can load up the 
apps they can use, including the FedRAMP-compliant 
apps such as Cisco Jabber or Cisco’s new unified 
Webex app. Of course, Wurtele said it’s not realistic to 
think that all federal workers will receive government-
issued devices. Workers at home using their own 
devices can download the FedRAMP-compliant voice 
app and meet the federal security requirements. 

A full complement of security tools, including 
data loss prevention, which can prevent sensitive 
classified information from ever being sent in the 
first place; anti-malware software that prevents users 
from downloading malicious files and urls; and mobile 
device management (MDM) software can help. With 
MDM, Wurtele said IT teams can configure solutions 
that publish, push, secure, monitor and update mobile 
devices, making sure that government workers can 
use all their collaboration tools securely.

“Sure, there are a lot of collaboration platforms,” 
said Wurtele. “But Cisco has been a leader in the 
collaboration space and doing it in a secure way for 
the federal government for a long time.”

Ready for the future 
Wurtele said based on Presidio Federal’s 
experiences the past two years working with federal 
agencies during the ups and downs of the pandemic, 
the Presidio Federal/Cisco team has positioned itself 
to take on whatever comes next. 

As of late December, the Omicron variant hit 
hard in the U.S. and it looked like a lot of federal 
agencies– much like the rest of the economy – 
would have to press the “pause” button for a while 
longer to figure out the best approach. 

“Nobody knew how long the pandemic was going 
to last,” said Wurtele. “What’s interesting is that 
the Covid period has brought us together without 
actually being together. Today, we can leverage the 
collaboration tools that work very well with multiple 
technology vendors such as Cisco, Microsoft, and 
Zoom so people can communicate in multiple 
different ways. In the past, we used to brainstorm on 
a physical white board in an office conference room, 
but now with virtual whiteboards we can draw our 
ideas at the same time – and do it while both parties 
work from home.”

So, what’s really changed to allow for the digital 
transformation during the pandemic? For starters, 5G 
wireless and the advancement of satellite internet 
technology has made it possible for people to work 
even in the most remote areas – and in older office 
buildings and industrial plants that don’t have the 
best Wi-Fi service. 

Wurtele believes that cloud technologies have 
also been an important catalyst. Instead of having 
to set up VPN connections for thousands of 
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workers back to the corporate office to collaborate, 
government employees can now use the cloud-
based Cisco tools and securely authenticate 
using multifactor authentication such as Cisco 
Duo. There’s no need to set up and manage all 
that communications infrastructure. It all exists 
at Cisco’s geographically dispersed data centers 
across the US. 

So, whatever happens next, Wurtele said the 
Presidio Federal/Cisco team can manage any of 
the transitions that agencies must make. Cisco 
is an industry leader in the collaboration space 
and is always expanding their cloud collaboration 
capabilities he said, from chat, meetings, video, video 
endpoints, voice, soft and desk phones, document 
sharing, whiteboarding, and many more features, they 
can deliver the same digital experience in the office, 
at home, or on the road.

“It really shouldn’t matter where the workers 
are,” Wurtele explained. “Once we are past the next 

wave of the pandemic, we will likely move towards 
a hybrid work situation because people don’t 
necessarily ‘need’ to be in the office – and many 
workers don’t want to go back to the office full-time. 
Working in a hybrid environment, collaboration tools 
should be easy to use and operate the same no 
matter where you are located. In some ways, I feel 
closer to the people I work with now because with 
our video always on, we are now almost a part of our 
coworker’s home with their dogs barking at the UPS 
delivery driver and even with their kids stopping to 
say hello.”

Wurtele said this flexibility really appeals to federal 
agencies. Given the nature of their missions there 
are thousands of federal workers who must report to 
the office – at least part-time. Having a cloud-based 
system that’s easy-to-use and offers FedRAMP-
compliant security lets federal agencies remain 
productive no matter what lies ahead: Even the 
uncertainty of a two-years-and-counting pandemic. 
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“Nobody knew how long the pandemic was going to last,” said  
Anthony Wurtele, collaboration practice lead at Presidio Federal. 

“What’s interesting is that the Covid period has brought us together 
without actually being together.”
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